The wives of the Boston University basketball team will be expected at the Providence campus about 1:20 o'clock. The Providence Daily Journal reports that the General Electric hostesses will be on hand to make the visitors feel at home. Coach Nelson will start the same men here that won at Central Square. Lynne Marston and Dave Davidson will make the first goals. Coach Allen will start the same men at Cambridge. The hosts of the Bruin conquered the Aggies' defense 67-50 at the Freshman Gymnasium. Apparently there is some reason why the Institute's sportswriters differ in their opinions of the Aggie defense. Captain Yard there are the two Bills, and, in the Walker Library, begins the study of the first term. There is a lot of learning to be done. There are places. Captain Yard there are the two Bills, and, in the Walker Library, begins the study of the first term. There is a lot of learning to be done. There are places.

**Mass Aggies Will Skate Technology**

(Continued from Page 1)

C. Coletti and if it gets out of stage it will cost the team a lot of points. Coach and MacNeil will give the teams a talk tonight.

The Bruin attack will have to show more signs of life than it did during last week's victory over the Aggies. Huss is sure to make his ability of the line a hard one to penetrate.

**Frosh Hockey Starts Practice with 17 Men**

With 17 men reporting for freshman hockey practice, the Boston University hockey team has shown that the plan of their predecessors was good. The candidates have been divided into two teams, and the games will take place on the polished courts in the Walker Gymnasium. There are about 750 people watching the games. There have been no complaints about the play, and the games are likely to be an improvement over last year's.